Abstract. Let X be a complex manifold with finitely many ends such that each end is either q-concave or (n-q)-convex. If q< 89 then we prove that HP 'n-q(x) is Hausdorff for all p. This is not true in general if q_> 89 (Rossi's example with n=2 and q----l). If all ends are q-concave, then this is the classical Andreotti-Vesentini separation theorem (and holds also for q_> 89 Moreover the result was already known in the case when the q-concave ends can be 'filled in' (again also for q_> in) To prove the result we first have to study Serre duality for the case of more general 2 9 families of supports (instead of the family of all closed sets and the family of all compact sets) which is the main paxt of the paper. At the end we give an application to the extensibility of CR-forms of bidegree (p, q) from (n-q)-convex boundaries, q< 89
Introduction
Let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold, E--+X a holomorphic vector bundle and E* the dual of E.
We use the following standard notation. The space CP'q(X, E) is the Fr6chet space of E-valued C~-forms of bidegree (p, q) on X given the topology of uniform convergence of the forms and all their derivatives on compact sets. For each closed CCX, I)~q(X,E) denotes the space of all fEcP'q(x, E) with suppfC_C, considered also as a Fr6chet space, with the topology induced from CP'q(X, E). Finally, T)P'q(X, E) is the space of forms with compact support from EP'q(x, E), given the finest local convex topology such that, for each compact K~X, the embedding
will be considered as topological vector spaces with the corresponding factor topologies.
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If X is q-concave in the sense of Andreotti-Grauert and l_<q_<n-1, then
Hp'n-q(x, E) is Hausdorff (for all p), by the Andreotti-Vesentini separation theorem [AV] . In the present paper we consider the situation, first studied by Ramis IRa], when X is q-concave only at some of its ends, and q*-convex at the other ends--for certain appropriate q*. More precisely, we assume that X is q-concave-q*-convex in the following sense.
1.1. Definition. The manifold X is called q-concave-q*-convex, l<q, q* <_n, if it is connected and admits a C a function t): X--+R without (absolute) minimum and maximum such that the sets {zls<_Q(z)<_t}, inf~<s_<t<supQ, are compact and the following two conditions are fulfilled:
(1) There exists s0>inf0 such that the Levi form of ~) has at least n-q+1
positive eigenvalues on {~zlinf Q < Q(z) < So }.
(2) There exists t0<supQ such that the Levi form of Q has at least n-q*+1 positive eigenvalues on { z It0 < Q ( z ) < sup Q}. For q* =n-q the situation is more complicated. First of all there is the example of Rossi [Ro] of a 2-dimensional 1-concave-l-convex complex manifold such that the "hole" at the 1-concave ends cannot be "filled in". This implies (by similar arguments as in [HL, Section 23]) the existence of 2-dimensional 1-concave-l-convex manifolds X such that H 0,1 (X, O) is not Hausdorff. For those examples the "hole" at the 1-concave ends cannot be "filled in"--otherwise H ~ (X, (9) is Hausdorff. In fact, there is the following theorem (see [HL, Theorem 19 .Y]).
If q* <n-q, then HP'n-q(x, E) is again
1.2. Theorem. E) (1) There is a misprint in [Ra, Theorem 2]. In fact, by the formulation given there H~ O) should be Hausdorff if n=2 and X is 1-concave-l-convex, but this is not true, as it follows from the Rossi example which we shall discuss some lines below.
